
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
First-Year Writing seminars emphasize writing and thinking skills. You will be 

asked to do the following: 1) write frequently, in a variety of genres including 

expository essays and one or more assignments requiring research; 2) revise some of this 

writing; and 3) meet your instructor for conferences on your writing. The course is taught 

in multiple sections and designed for writers with varying levels of experience and 

confidence. 

 

Section A:  MWF 8:00-8:55, K. Kandl 

GENES AND GENOMES.  Because humans are fascinated with the genes that 

make us who we are, the exploration of genes is advancing. Researchers 

completed the human genome in 2003; the project took thirteen years and cost 

$2.7 million dollars to complete. Biotechnology companies hope that within the 

year individuals can have their genome sequenced within 48 hours at a cost of 

$1,000. What decisions will we make as we enter this era of knowing ourselves in 

a way never before possible? Will knowing our genetic selves change our 

behavior or the behavior of others towards us? In this seminar, we will read about, 

research, discuss, and write about some of the 23,000 human genes. We will also 

read and watch stories, both fiction and nonfiction, of people who discovered their 

genetic selves, and we will discuss how their decisions have impacted their lives. 

Writing assignments, formal and informal, will be frequent and varied, and will 

include a research paper on a topic of students’ choice. 

 

Section B: MWF 9:05-10:00, R. Bodman 

THE HEROIC JOURNEY: MASTERWORKS OF FANTASY AND 

SCIENCE FICTION. Science fiction is not only about space ships but about 

journeys to other worlds in which we see a reflection of our own. Fantasy is not 

only about magic, swords, and dragons but about the journey into the inner self 

which leads to maturity and insight into the nature of power and evil. Both genres 

require heroes, heroines, an epic canvas, and moral imagination. And they are not 

merely for children. For our literate, modern society, these two genres perform the 

role of folktale and myth in earlier societies.  We will read J.R.R. Tolkien’s The 

Hobbit [1937] and Patrick Rothfuss’ The Name of the Wind [2007] as examples of 

fantasy, and Ursula K. LeGuin’s The Left Hand of Darkness [1969] and Mary 

Doria Russell’s The Sparrow [1996] as examples of science fiction.  Students will 

write about personal experience, compose analytical essays and book reviews, and 

research a topic of their choice. We will practice revision and concision, strive for 

clarity, and eschew humbug. 

 

Section C: MWF 9:05-10:00, M. Titus  

STUFF.   “Things are in the saddle,/ And ride mankind” 

        Emerson 

 

In this seminar we will think, talk, and write about “things.” Although we will pay 

some attention to how people make things, we will explore much more fully how 

things make people, dipping into creative and theoretical readings from the field 

of material culture studies. As always in a first-year seminar, we will work 



  throughout the semester on writing skills, both at the sentence level and in a 

variety of essays. Some books we may read together include Glass, Paper, Beans 

by Leah Cohen; What Objects Mean by Arthur Berger; and The Mezzanine by 

Nicholson Baker. 

 

Section D: MWF 10:45-11:40, C. Wells   

READING CULTURAL TEXTS. One of the most fundamental aspects of a 

liberal arts education is learning how to “read” or interpret one’s culture, and this 

seminar introduces students to the practice of interpreting various kinds of 

cultural texts, including literary, visual, musical, and electronic. Beginning with a 

study of ancient works such as The Epic of Gilgamesh, students will inquire into 

the origins of culture for clues to interpreting modern culture. For much of the 

course, students will read, look, and listen to examples of “high” and popular 

culture – from Shakespeare and Rembrandt to Eminem and 1960s psychedelic art 

– and they’ll engage in various forms of scholarly conversations about the 

meaning and function of these cultural texts. In addition to studying artistic 

expressions, students will analyze public discourse more broadly, looking into the 

ways that contemporary critics try to make sense of world events as they unfold in 

real time. All the while, a central purpose of this course will be to help students 

improve their writing skills. 

 

Section E: MWF 10:45-11:40, M. Trull  

RETHINKING RENAISSANCE ITALY. This seminar explores how 

contemporary writers and directors question traditional views of Renaissance Italy 

as they re-imagine the artistic glory, political upheaval, new freedoms and old 

oppressions of that lost world. We will screen feature films set in the Renaissance 

and read recent works including history, historical fiction, and travel writing. We 

will read a historical novel about a Florentine girl who follows her heart in art and 

in love although her social position forbids it (Sarah Dunant, The Birth of Venus); 

the story of the most remarkable engineering feat of the century (Ross King, 

Brunelleschi’s Dome); a life of Galileo through his bond with his daughter, a 

cloistered nun (Dava Sobel, Galileo’s Daughter), and a historical investigation of 

crimes hidden for hundreds of years (Nicholas Terpstra, Lost Girls: Sex and 

Death in Renaissance Florence.) Our writing will include reading journals and 

analytical essays on history, art, and historical fiction. 

 

Section F: MWF 11:50-12:45, J. Mbele 

THE TRICKSTER.  "The Trickster" is an engaging and significant phenomenon 

in the lives of human beings all over the world. Thinking and writing about the 

trickster will help us discover an important part of ourselves as humans. We will 

read, discuss, and write about narratives and other discourses dealing with the 

trickster. These will include folktales, epic and fictional tales, and theoretical 

works. We will reflect on these readings and respond to them in our writings, 

particularly by using these materials as sources of inspiration. Student writing will 

be discussed in conferences with the instructor. Texts include Beti's The Poor 

Christ of Bomba, Niane's Sundiata: An Epic of Old Mali, Radin's The Trickster, 

and Sandars' The Epic of Gilgamesh. 

 

Section G: MWF12:55-1:50, M. Titus 

STUFF. See the course description for Section C. 



  

 

Section H: MWF 2:00-2:55, J. Naito 

COLLECTIONS. In this seminar, we consider a broad array of collections, from 

the most mundane of private collections to the seemingly more ambitious 

collections of museums and official archives. Readings draw from a variety of 

disciplines including museum studies, literature, art history, anthropology, and 

philosophy. Over the course of the semester, we will study the history of 

museums and collecting practices, and spend considerable time examining 

modern and contemporary debates about art, the representation of technological 

change and cultural difference, the psychology of collecting, and possibilities and 

limitations of museums and archives. Throughout the course, we will also 

consider how artists, writers, and scholars have drawn creative inspiration from 

collections.  This course requires an events fee of approximately $15 for a class 

trip to the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. 

 

Section I: T 8:00-9:25 /  Th 8:00-9:20, S.  Stein 

ORIGIN STORIES. Everything comes from somewhere. In other words, 

everything has an origin: the universe, your lunch, the English language, even our 

cellphones. And because people love to tell stories, that means everything also has 

an origin story. This seminar looks at accounts of the origins of the universe, of 

people, of cultures, and of language in order to ask two questions: Where do 

things come from? How do we tell the stories about where things come from? 

Using books, articles, digital resources, museum and library archives, and film, 

we will gain access to ancient myths, Enlightenment accounts, and recent 

scientific and artistic work in order to explore the origins of origin stories. 

Students will conduct research and develop as writers throughout the semester in 

order to complete a project that tells an origin story. 

 

Section J: T 8:00-9:25 /  Th 8:00-9:20, P. Paton  

REPRESENTING ANIMALS. Animals are fascinating in themselves; that is 

why we go to zoos and watch wild creatures. This interdisciplinary course 

explores how animals enrich and trouble human existence as it connects their 

depictions to ethical and environmental concerns. In literature and the arts, they 

are often stand-ins for human beings or offer alternative ways of being.  Along 

with this symbolic potential, animals are a significant part of the economy as 

food, clothing, entertainment, workers, and household prima donnas.  Course 

readings include literary depictions of animals (Yann Martel, Life of Pi; Barbara 

Kingsolver, Prodigal Summer), philosophical and ethical discussions (Peter 

Singer, “Animal Liberation”), and social science approaches (Hal Herzog, “The 

Moral Status of Mice”). As part of general education, this seminar develops skills 

in reading and writing critically at the college level.  It also introduces research 

tactics and the use of sources.  Class time is generally devoted to textual analysis 

and research tactics, discussion of “animal” issues, and writing workshops. 

 

Section K: T 9:35-11:00 /  Th 9:30-10:50, K. Marsalek 

LANGUAGE MATTERS. Language—spoken, signed, and written—is one of 

the most important ways we construct ourselves. This course is ideal for students 

interested in the phenomenon of human language, its beauty and persuasive 

power, and its intersections with gender, technology, and cultural identities. 



  Questions we may address include: What are some common myths about words 

and language, and why do such explanations persist? How can we be astute 

audiences and responsible users of political language? Do men and women speak 

differently? What does txtng do 2 yr language? A variety of reading assignments 

will show us how some authors have answered these and other questions. We’ll 

discuss their ideas and the “moves” they make as writers. Writing assignments 

will draw on these readings, on personal experiences and the results of your 

inquisitive research. We will give sustained attention to writing as an ongoing 

process, devoting substantial time to workshops of your drafts. 

 

Section L: T 9:35-11:00 /  Th 9:30-10:50, J. Hepburn 

PERSONAL NARRATIVES. Students in this seminar work the whole semester 

to develop a single personal narrative, one made of shorter essays that develop 

their skill at writing description, analysis, and argumentation. For the short essays, 

for example, they develop statements that draw on their memories from 

childhood, involving recollections of a place, person, and incidents. Ultimately, 

they produce seamless stories that integrate these accounts and incorporate an 

array of genres. In the course of writing a neighborhood biography or migrant or 

farm story, or an immigrant account or family secret, or a recession story, they 

also learn to research in the library crucial details and to gather information from 

interviews. Finally, after reading models of excellent writing produced by 

contemporary American authors who focus in their work on issues of American 

identity and after working regularly in peer groups, they develop a keen sense of 

their audience. 

 

Section M: T 11:45-1:10 /  Th 12:45-2:05, J.  Kwon Dobbs 

REPRESENTATIONS OF RACE AND POWER.  The presidential election of 

Barack Obama appeared to signal a new era of racial equality. Meanwhile, 

our increasingly globally connected and technologically advanced world 

presents compelling opportunities to critique race in the United States. This 

seminar provides opportunities to reflect on race in a 21
st
-century context with 

regard to U.S. colorblindness, biotechnology, and transnational kinship structures 

and to develop nuanced analytical language that recognizes race’s intersections 

with gender, class, and nation. Students will write short essays and research 

papers to strengthen their writing processes while deepening their understanding 

of race as represented in course texts. 

 

Section N: T 11:45-1:10 /  Th 12:45-2:05, J. Hill  

WRITING ABOUT CHILDREN’S LITERATURE AND FILM. “Literature 

adds to reality,” writes C.S. Lewis, “it does not simply describe it.” If this is true, 

what is the nature of this extended reality in children’s literature? Do children 

reading a good book slip out of the “real” world, like Max in Where the Wild 

Things Are, and enter a new or altered reality? Does the same mental transfer 

occur when a children’s book is adapted for the screen? Or does the film industry, 

with its tendency to “go Hollywood,” destroy the magic and nuance of the very 

best children’s books? These are a few questions we will ask and discuss as 

students read and write about classic and contemporary children’s books and their 

film adaptations. We will read literature ranging from fantasy and fairy tales to 

science fiction and young adult realism, then watch the films (screenings to be 

held out of class). As we consider the adaptations, we will explore writing and 



  critical thinking techniques for analyzing and evaluating both literature and 

film. Your essays will vary in topic and approach, but will cover critical, 

analytical, academic, and personal writing, with research underpinning all. 

 
Section O: T 11:45-1:10 /  TH 12:45-2:05, P. Paton 

REPRESENTING ANIMALS. See the course description for Section J. 

 

Section P: T 1:20-2:45 /  Th 2:15-3:35, S.  Stein 

ORIGIN STORIES. See the course description for Section I. 

 

Section Q: T 1:20-2:45 /  Th 2:15-3:35, W. Bridges IV 

WRITING FUNNY. “Samurai,” a Japanese proverb tells us, “laugh only once 

every three years… and even then they only raise a single cheek.”  Such precepts 

propose that there is no place for humor in the lives of productive, persuasive 

people.  But isn’t there something powerfully productive and persuasive about a 

pinch of the preposterous even from people in the most pompous of positions? 

(That’s the last “p”—I promise).  In this seminar, students will analyze the 

rhetorical power of humor in a wide variety of genres (academic essays, after 

dinner speaking, one-person shows, Lincoln-Douglas debate, conversational 

narrative, journalism, et cetera).  We focus in particular on humor’s ability to 

critique and/or evince arguments made in the social, political, and cultural realms.  

Building on the insights gained through our analyses, we will also practice 

“writing funny;” students will both write and peer-edit tweets, e-mails, personal 

statements, creative nonfiction, articles, and academic essays that balance 

persuasive arguments with elements of humor.   

 

 

 

 


